In this paper, a mathematical derivation for the probability to interpret an erroneous pointer in the SDH network is carried out. The derivation is based on International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication standardization section (ITU-T) recommendations for both the steady state and at the beginning of new data. The poses and cones of the ITU-T recommended way are discussed. To validate the analytically derived equations, a simulation program for a communication channel utilizing the SDH technique is developed. The results of both the analytical derived equations and the simulation program are presented. The obtained results are very close to each other.
to both intrinsic causes and maintenance activities [2] . In SDH the administration unit (AU) pointer provides a method of allowing flexible and dynamic alignment of the virtual container (VC) within the AU frame. It means that the VC is allowed to "float" within the AU frame. Thus the pointer is able to accommodate differences not only in the phases of the VC and section overhead (SOH) but in the frame rates as well.
Interpreting an erroneous pointer is very critical because all the received data in that frame will be erroneous data and will be lost. That is why ITU-T has proposed an excellent algorithm to improve the pointer immunity against communications channel errors [3] . The pointer is composed of two bytes (16 bits) as shown in figure 1 . NDF is enabled if a new pointer value is sent, otherwise it is disabled. In NDF a single error can be easily detected and corrected. 
IV-ITU-T rules for interpreting the AU pointers:
The following summarizes the rules recommended by ITU-T for interpreting the AU pointers [3] .
1) During normal operation. the pointer locates the start of the VC within the AU frame. 2) Any variation from the current pointer value is ignored unless a consistent new value is received three times consecutively or it is preceded by one of rules 3. 4 or 5. 3) If the majority of the I-bits of the pointer word are inverted, a positive justification operation is indicated. Subsequent pointer values shall be incremented by one. 4) If the majority of the D-bits of the pointer word are inverted, a negative justification operation is indicated. Subsequent pointer values shall be decremented by one. 5) If the NDF is set to 1001, then the coincident pointer value shall replace the current one at the offset indicated by the new pointer value regardless of the state of the receiver.
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i-When the pointer value is new (NDF is enabled)
If the bit error rate of a communication channel is Q and the pointer contains 10 bits (only 10 bits of the 16 bits of the pointer are user to determine the pointer value). The probability of receiving a correct pointer value is:
(1-a) The probability of receiving an erroneous pointer value is:
At practical values of Q (Q «1) we have
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ii-When the pointer value is not new (NDF is disabled)
An erroneous pointer value may be interpreted in any of the following four scenarios:
a-According to -rule 2 above, an erroneous pointer value will be interpreted if three successive erroneous pointers in each of which the same bit pattern is received. b-According to rule 3 above, pointer value will be incremented (after a positive justification operation) if at least three of the I-bits of the pointer word are received erroneously inverted. c-According to rule 4 above, pointer value will be decremented (after a negative justification operation) if at least three of the D-bits of the pointer word are received erroneously inverted. d-According to rule 5 above, an erroneous pointer value will be interpreted if the NDF is erroneously enabled (at least three of the N bits were erroneously inverted) and at least one of the bits carrying the pointer value is erroneously received.
Scenarios a:
If we have k bits, the probability to receive j erroneous bits from them is:
where p k is probability to have j erroneous bits from k bits.
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To receive the same bit (one of the 10 bits that determine the pointer value) erroneously three successive times we have k=3 and j =3.
According to equation (2), the probability to receive a correct pointer value is
Where PeNDE is probability to receive a correct NDF indicator
We receive correct NDF if one or none erroneous bits were received from the four NDF bits. And according to equation (2) we have:
At practical values of Q (Q <<1) we have:
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Scenarios b and c:
An erroneous increment (or decrement) will be received if at least three of the I (or D) bits are received inverted and NDF is disabled (i.e. NDF is received correctly).
According to equation (2) we have:
Scenario d:
According to rule 5 above, an erroneous pointer value will be interpreted if the NDF is erroneously enabled (at least three of the N bits are erroneously inverted) and at least one of the bits carrying the pointer value is erroneously received.
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According to [4] the final total error probability PET is: 
Since the bit error rate (Q) in the normal communication channels is very small compared to the unit (Q << 1), then the second, third and fourth terms it equation (8) may be neglected. This will significantly simplify the equation with a very minor effect on the accuracy.
iii-Error propagation
If an erroneous pointer was interpreted, all the followino,iointers will subsequently be interpreted erroneously until one of the following two (✓ ents happen:
• The NDF is disabled and a correct value is receied three times consecutively Or • The NDF is erroneously enabled and a correepointer value is received.
Then the probability for error propagation is
According to the ITU-T recommendations, at least three frames must be sent before changing the value of a pointer in SDH. Thus the final probability of interpreting an erroneous pointer in an SDH system is At new data:
At practical values of Q (Q «1) we have:
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In the steady state:
At practical values of 0 (Q «1) we have: (1), it is clear that the probability of interpreting an erroneous pointer at the beginning of new data is proportional to Q while in the steady state and according to equations (4) through (11), that probability is proportional to Q.'. It is clear that in the steady state the pointer is strongly immunized against communication errors. This is one advantage of the ITU-T recommended manner of interpreting the pointer. The disadvantages of this recommendations are the low immunity against errors at the beginning of new data (as shown in Figure 2 ) and error propagation in the event an erroneous pointer was interpreted.
V-Simulator Program
A simulator program was written in FORTRAN to simulate a communication channel utilizing the SDH technique. The program is composed of several cascaded modules. Each module simulates a block of the simulated channel. The communication channel errors were simulated by a random error source using the random function generator built into the FORTRAN package. At the receiver, a statistical analysis on the received signal was done. The analysis results insured that the bit error rate at the receiver side is very close to that given to the simulator. The simulator was used to validate the analytically derived equations at different bit error rates. To reduce the time loss in the event of any unpredictable problem, the intermediate results and variables are recorded once for every one-percent of the processing cycle. Running the simulator on a Pentium 233 MMX computer, about 200 frames per second were processed. To reduce the duration of the processing cycle, high bit error rates were used during the simulation process. Five cycles were carried out and the average results are provided in Tables 1 and 2 .
VI-Conclusion
1-By comparing the output of the simulator program and the results of the analytically derived equations provided in Table 1 and Table 2 , we notice that:
i-When the bit error rate is high (Q = 0.1 which is not practical), there are some deviations between the output of the simulator program and the results of the analytically derived equations. These deviations are due to the approximation we made during the derivation of the equations which is valid only for Q << 1.
ii-As the bit error rate decreases (becoming more practical), both the analytical and the simulated results become very close to each other. This means that the analytically derived equations and the simulator program are correct at practical values of bit error rates.
2-From equations 1 and 10, we notice that the probability of interpreting an erroneous pointer in the case of new frames (NDF enabled) is too high ( about ten times the bit error rate). If we consider the error propagation, the probability will be greater than 30 times the bit error rate. An error-correcting algorithm is strongly recommended, especially for the pointer at the first frame transmitted over a satellite (or microwave) communications channels where the bit error rates may at times exceed 0.00001.
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